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Executive Summary 
This Phase II Report represents a culmination of the work that the Committee started in 
Phase I and presents a number of recommendations to better align existing campus 
resources with current usage patterns and needs, all without any additional long-term 
funding. These recommendations are: the commissioning of a WordPress and Drupal 
hosting infrastructure; the creation of a shared code and enhancement library; the 
realignment of existing resources, including the campus assessment and the WiscWeb 
team, with this new direction; and the establishment of a governance board to oversee 
implementation, direction, and efficacy. In implementing these recommendations, the 
Committee expects the campus will be in a much stronger position to provide a web 
presence platform that is cost-effective, leverages distributed resources, and is 
welcoming and inclusive to a much larger population of campus stakeholders.  
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Background & Introduction 
In 2008, the campus adopted OpenText (then known as RedDot) as its web publishing 
tool. This tool, along with its related infrastructure service offerings, has been funded via 
a campus assessment, or an automatic debit on departmental budgets. Since then, with 
robust support from the WiscWeb team, 10% of potential campus customers have 
chosen to adopt OpenText; for those who chose not to adopt OpenText, the central 
assessment was a sunk cost. 

In order to address these concerns, the CMS Assessment Committee formed in August, 
2015 to review campus CMS usage and to make recommendations for improving 
utilization of the centrally-funded web presence offering.  The Committee represents a 1

cross-campus selection of IT professionals with significant knowledge in the areas of 
website planning, development, and management.  

In Phase I, committee focused on the current CMS state, and it conducted a campus-wide 
evaluation of website development and hosting environments. The survey conducted as 
part of the Phase I report found that over 50% of new and remodeled sites will use 
WordPress, which indicates OpenText is not addressing current campus needs. In 
November, 2015, the committed distributed these and other findings in a report to John 
Krogman (committee sponsor and DoIT Chief Operating Officer) and the Madison 
Technical Advisory Group (MTAG).  

This Phase II Report provides a series of recommendations—which do not require 
additional long-term funding—to address the issues identified in Phase I.  

1 The web presence offering is the collection of centrally-funded services and infrastructure necessary 
for campus units to effectively publish their content to an appropriately branded and themed website. 
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Key Recommendations 
The following recommendations are the top priorities of the committee: 

● Create an independent governance board, drawn from the wider campus 
community, to guide implementation of recommendations in this report and to 
regularly assess and evaluate new and evolving web technologies for campus use. 

● Create a Drupal-and-WordPress-based secure web hosting platform and service 
with minimal barriers to entry. 

● Create a fully subsidized, centralized campus repository, a Library of Things, for 
sharing modules, plugins, themes, and other resources pertaining to website 
creation, data sharing, and management. 

● Repurpose existing campus assessment and request that DoIT realign their 
existing service to support these recommendations. 

Governance Board 

Create an independent governance board, drawn from the wider campus community, 
to guide implementation of recommendations in this report and to regularly assess 
and evaluate new and evolving web technologies for campus use. 

The committee recommends creating a Governance Board to set direction for the 
implementation, operational priorities, and future direction of the web presence offering. 
Governance will be independent, in that it will originate from the campus as a whole, and 
will include a representative membership. 

The membership should be appointed by department sponsors and be representative of 
all units affected by the assessment. It should not be exclusive to units who are active 
users of the web presence offering, and it should be comprised of a representative 
population of both functional and technical professionals. Infrastructure and service 
providers may serve on the Board but not in greater representation than any other 
campus unit. 

The Board’s main responsibility will be to set direction for the offering. It will accomplish 
this by initially guiding the implementation of this report’s recommendations, and as the 
web presence offering matures, by engaging in the assessment, evaluation, and 
implementation of new and evolving web technologies for campus use. The Board’s 
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purview should include: the Library of Things, the Self-Provisioning Tool, the hosting 
infrastructure, the CMS (e.g. Drupal, WordPress), and anything that is funded via the CMS 
line of the campus assessment. 

The governance board should also conduct regular audits of assessment spend in 
regards to their prescribed direction and should set priorities for future spending. 
Reports on the Board’s activities and audits should be distributed to relevant advisory 
and governance groups around campus. When feasible, the board should foster 
communication amongst all campus web developers. 

The Board should monitor the web content product-space and oversee future 
evaluations in regards to the web presence offering. This includes things like new or 
emerging CMS products or technologies and innovative infrastructure and hosting 
solutions.  

Campus Web Hosting Platform 

Create a Drupal-and-WordPress-based secure web hosting platform and service with 
minimal barriers to entry. 

The Committee recommends provisioning an assessment-funded hosting platform for 
Drupal and WordPress. This recommendation leverages the strong, yet decentralized, 
campus support these products already enjoy and would provide tangible benefits to a 
larger population when compared to the current web presence offering. It also acts as an 
important infrastructure layer for other recommendations in this report. A key 
component of this recommendation is to reallocate the portion of funding currently 
being allocated to OpenText to provide hosting and infrastructure services to a centrally 
hosted WordPress and Drupal service. We strongly recommend that CMS Assessment 
money not be used to evaluate, investigate or implement a WordPress and Drupal 
hosting service,until existing governance has made funding decisions. 

The hosting platform could take a variety of forms, and its final manifestation will depend 
on a number of factors. Campus could contract with a commercial cloud provider—for 
example Acquia, Blackmesh, or Pantheon, each of which offers unique value-add benefits 
and different pricing structures. 

A campus-based or campus-managed platform is another possibility. A consortium 
proposal following the Moodle Model, where one or more distributed IT departments 
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maintain a centralized platform, could prove viable. Building the platform on top of 
DoIT’s Web hosting service may also be feasible. 

Irrespective of the individual infrastructure providers, the committee has outlined the 
following as essential components for the platform:  

● It must provide secure hosting for both Drupal and WordPress. 
● There must be an easy to access do it yourself—or It Just Works—tier. 
● There must also be an easy mechanism for providing higher level access to the 

platform for web developers and campus IT staff that support websites.  
● It must support campus single sign-on and campus group permissions 

infrastructures. 
● Ideally, should not charge for normal usage of the hosting infrastructure. 

Included in the appendices are additional, specific requirements, as well as some 
additional information provided by cloud vendors. 

Drupal and WordPress 
The committee recommends Drupal and WordPress as UW–Madison’s principal content 
management systems. The Committee’s Phase I report indicates a strong presence of 
both Drupal and WordPress at UW–Madison, which parallels trends at higher education 
institutions and  private entities. 

In recommending Drupal and WordPress, the committee—with the realization that a 
single solution rarely meet all needs—notes that the large portions of the campus 
community have chosen to use one and/or the other, based on individual use cases. It 
leverages the widespread use of both tools (according to Gartner, “WordPress and 
Drupal count their websites and users in the millions.”), and it recognizes existing 
investments that the campus community has put towards making these tools successful 
and cost effective. 

Tiers of Service 
A campus hosting platform empowers organizations, in particular those with web 
developers and in-house development teams, to build websites on top of that 
infrastructure layer. For individuals, class projects, student organizations, recreational 
sports, and other members of the campus community that are currently under-served by 
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campus web hosting, the committee recommends creating a self-service, fully-automated 
website provisioning tool for their use. 

As envisioned by the committee, the hosting platform would have two tiers, a partially 
managed tier and a fully managed It Just Works tier. We recognize that some groups 
need lower-level access to the infrastructure—a Go Your Own Way tier—but it is 
out-of-scope for this report, and does not require further discussion here. For both tiers, 
the tool would provide an easy-to-use front-end that solicits information about the new 
site, but otherwise provides minimal additional impediments to site creation, and an 
email notification system for delivering site information to the site owner. Both tiers 
would have centrally maintained patching, security updates, and access to the Library of 
Things.Smaller teams will be able to take advantage of the included patching and system 
maintenance as part of infrastructure to focus more on their customers.  

 The It Just Works tier would require staff to oversee the technology stack, to develop and 
maintain the front-end interface, to develop and maintain the hosting platform overall, 
and to write documentation relating to its use.  

Partial Managed tier with built-in flexibilities 

This tier, likely aimed primarily at campus organizations, would allow the site owner to 
choose between a limited number of preconfigured site themes and vetted modules. The 
automated provisioning tool could assign website addresses using a pattern similar to 
http://web.wisc.edu/orgname or https://*.weborgs.wisc.edu/org_name. This tier would 
also allow for additional of user determined addons or plugins. 

Fully Managed, It Just Works tier with a limited set of features 

This tier, aimed at individuals without dedicated tech support, would offer just one or 
two site themes and would have a smaller number of vetted modules enabled on the 
site. The automated provision tool could assign website addresses using a pattern similar 
to http://wp.wisc.edu/<firstlast> or http://wp.wisc.edu/<netid>. 

Library of Things 

Create a fully subsidized, centralized, campus repository—a Library of Things—for 
sharing modules, plugins, themes, and other resources pertaining to website creation, 
data sharing, and management. 
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The purpose of the Library of Things is to create a central repository for storing and 
sharing elements and code common to campus websites under the oversight of the 
governance board. The Library of Things is key in leveraging campus assessment spend 
so that those not participating in hosting have access to work output from that spend. 
This could include everything from simple, static items (example: design elements such 
as logos, fonts, and color palettes) to theme templates and full themes to code and code 
libraries (CMS-specific modules and plugins; integrations and APIs for pulling data from 
other campus systems) developed by and for the campus community. It will also be used 
to provide ‘campus approved’ third-party plugins and allow UW Marketing to share 
templates directly. The ability of the Library of Things to host documentation such as 
how-tos and best practice information would also be ideal.  

Though the actual location and technology platform of the Library of Things will need to 
be determined, the committee wishes to stress the importance of making the Library of 
Things available and accessible to all campus developers, regardless of how involved 
those developers are with other elements recommended in this report. Having a central 
repository of vetted/curated plugins will also increase security of websites on campus. 
Whether the Library of Things takes the form of a campus-hosted repository or a public 
or private repository hosted by a commercial service provider, of key importance is that: 

● There be a single location for sharing these types of materials. 
● The barrier for access be very low. 
● The Library of Things be built using mainstream tools that are widely used in the 

web development space.  

By creating this Library of Things, the committee hopes to encourage collaboration, 
reduce redundancy, and create an environment where a common design language is 
spoken across UW–Madison. It likewise hopes to elevate the development environment, 
to provide better tools to campus web developers, and to provide an immediate return 
to all financial contributors to the current campus assessment.  

Campus Assessment 

Repurpose existing campus assessment, and request that DoIT realign their existing 
service to support these recommendations. 
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One of the main philosophies behind this report is that the current campus assessment 
would not change. The committee is well aware of the current campus budget situation, 
and unanimously supported that the assessment is needed, but also that it needs to be 
stretched as far as possible without additional funding. This guiding principle is one of 
the bedrocks of this report. It should be noted that there is a need for bridge funding 
beyond the campus assessment to support and expedite the migration from OpenText. 
The bridge funding should, at a minimum, offset the initial loss of funds from the campus 
assessment, and be clearly earmarked for maintaining OpenText licensing and 
infrastructure while users move to the new platform; more details in the migration 
section below. 

Priorities for Spend 
To best meet campus needs, we recommend the Library of Things and infrastructure are 
given the highest funding priority from the campus assessment, with the remainder of 
funds going to service support. Governance board will ultimately be responsible for 
prioritizing funding. 

One of the highest funding priorities for the campus assessment is the Library of Things. 
Because of the Library’s potential to be used by a vast amount of the campus 
community, it allows them to extract value from their required contributions, without 
having to commit to full participation. Critical to the Library’s success is its software 
infrastructure and packaging, and it is the committee’s recommendation that those 
aspects are fully funded from the campus assessment from the start. We do not 
recommend directly subsidizing individual product developers whose contributions end 
up in the Library. 

From analysis done in Phase I, and from information gathered from vendors, WiscWeb is 
not currently positioned to offer a cost-effective WordPress and/or Drupal hosting 
service on existing infrastructure. An alternate infrastructure and model should be 
pursued and funded by the campus assessment. Excluding staff, there is approximately 
$170,000 being spent on OpenText infrastructure, which will be reclaimed after the 
migration is complete. 

The committee unanimously agrees that the WiscWeb team provides campus with a 
necessary service. The committee recommends that the WiscWeb team continue to 
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receive funding from the CMS assessment, under the strong guidance of the Governance 
Board.  
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Migration 
This report endeavors to have its recommendations utilize the same budget footprint as 
the current offering/solution. Migration is a challenge; any migration effort, by necessity, 
leverages currently available resources, and, without other support, results in a 
diminished service offering during the transition. There are many ways to address this, 
including a one-or-two year bridge funding request. All migration paths will require the 
service have well-mapped priorities to stay within budget. 

Migration is an important aspect in the deployment of any new technology. The goal of 
this migration will be to move current WiscWeb customers to the new solution, while 
ensuring comparable functionality to those migrated users. While migrations to new 
technology often provide good opportunities to revamp and redesign websites, WiscWeb 
may have to  focus on like-for-like migrations to keep to the timeline. Currently, it is not 
possible to migrate directly from OpenText to WordPress or Drupal, so potential 
migration solutions will need to be explored. 

Migrating users from OpenText to a new solution will free up the $170k/year that is 
currently spent on the OpenText license, OpenText-related infrastructure, and WiscWeb’s 
hosting service.  

CMS Assessment should not be used for OpenText and related expenditures for longer 
than two years after the new WordPress hosting infrastructure becomes available, which 
would allow the campus to avail itself of OpenText-committed funds relatively quickly. 
This compares favorably with campus’s planned two-year migration of a core-mission 
service to a new learning management system. 

● The complete migration plan will be vetted by governance. 
● Use of OpenText for new sites will be disallowed. 
● WordPress or Drupal common functionality enhancements created to support 

migration will be immediately available, with limited support, in Library of Things. 
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Infrastructure Replacement Proposals 
While the committee was unable to find consensus on a specific infrastructure 
recommendation, it gathered information from a number of vendors and evaluated 
them on four main factors: cost, available features, completeness of the 
product/offering, and time to implementation—including time requirements of the RFP 
process and the campus rollout process. 

All vendors below have quick response time for site provisioning. If one of these vendors 
is selected to provide service to campus, the committee assumes service requests will 
depend on DoIT help desk to help with service up/down status, WiscWeb or the vendor 
for robust documentation, and WiscWeb to answer (either free or for chargeback) 
questions.  From current experience, the number of how-to questions are low, but users 
will look for design assistance. 

The committee initially wished to include quotes for a 200-site deployment from a wide 
array of vendors, in order to best represent WiscWeb’s current user base. Current 
WiscWeb infrastructure cost without accounting for staff time is $850 per site per year. 
Because of vendor-specific pricing schemes, the proposals from Acquia and the 
Consortium instead reflect the estimated number of sites that would start on those 
services, which is more reflective of cost than if they were to conform to a 200-site quote.  

Blackmesh 

Pros 
● Infrastructure is built to meet customer requirements 
● Extremely cost effective approximately 40% of current $100k infrastructure cost 

excluding the additional $70k Opentext license, for the current 200 WiscWeb sites, 
this is approximately $200 per site per year.note 

● Barebone hosting customized to customer requirements 
● Vendor is mindful regarding implementation of security features 
● Cloud hosted 
● Quote is for a site capable of hosting the 200 sites currently on WiscWeb 200 
● Has dynamic load response (some pricing caveats), 24x7 monitoring 
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Cons 
● Time to implementation due to RFP 
● Scaling cost is unknown 

Pantheon 

Pros 
● Complete product offering, with numerous value added services 
● Optimized for WordPress and Drupal Hosting 
● Cost effective for 95%+ of sites, subsize larger and busier sites, though this comes 

at approximately 75% of current $100k infrastructure cost excluding the additional 
$70k Opentext license, for the current 200 WiscWeb sites, this is approximately 
$375 per site per year.note 

● Robust backup system 
● Robust testing/QA/prod environments 
● Vendor is mindful regarding implementation of security features 
● Cloud hosted 

Cons 
● Pantheon’s price model does not scale well, and sites with more than 50k page 

views per month will be exceedingly expensive. However, based on available data, 
this is less than 5% of possible customers 

● Don’t have data for WiscWeb’s current sites 
● Pantheon’s price per site is fixed; cost for 1,000 sites is 5X the cost of 200 sites 
● Doesn’t dynamically respond to loads 

Acquia 

Pros 
● Unanimously preferred by Drupal developers on the committee 
● Complete product offering, with numerous value added services included. 

Additional high-end options available at additional cost.  
● Vendor is mindful regarding implementation of security features 
● Robust backup system 
● Robust testing/QA/prod environments 
● The Cadillac of Drupal options 
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● Cost scales with volume 
● Preferred (and reduced option set) cost approximately 35% of current $100k 

infrastructure cost excluding the additional $70k Opentext license, for an initial 100 
campus Drupal sites likely to move, this is approximately $350 per site per year.2 

● Dynamically responds to heavy loads, very effective horizontal scaling via Amazon 

Cons 
● Has more restrictions at low volumes, price scales well at higher volumes. 
● Only Drupal 

DoIT Shared Hosting 

Pros 
● Flexible; new nickel package rolled out in response to Phase I report to more cost 

effectively support small WP sites 
● With available site data, it wasn’t possible to estimate which packages would need 

to be purchased, however, with the relative cost of the sites, it is possible to 
estimate it will be somewhat greater than the $375 per site per year of Pantheon 
and significantly cheaper than the $850 per site per year for WiscWeb.note 

● Reliable 
● Robust backup system 
● Robust testing/QA/prod environments 
● Years of experience in hosting 
● More cost effective than Pantheon and similar for large sites 
● Vendor is mindful regarding implementation of security features 
● Quick implementation timeline 
● Locally hosted 

Cons 
● Lacks the complete product offering of the cloud vendors, however, there are 

development options to make a more complete offering costing around $15k 
● Cost would in the ballpark but more than the cloud vendors 
● General WP/Drupal hosting experience, not optimized specifically for WP/Drupal 
● Doesn’t dynamically respond to loads 
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Campus Consortium 

Pros 
● Years of experience in optimized Enterprise WordPress hosting 
● Consortium pricing is for 1000 sites, with 500 starting with initial rollout with 200 

additional WiscWeb sites migrating to the service in the next couple years.  Initial 
cost per site approximately $270 per site per year, dropping to $192 per site per 
year after the WiscWeb migration is complete, dropping to $135 per site per year 
at 1000 sites.  Additional sites beyond the initial 1000 take advantage of volume in 
cost scaling.note 

● Only solution that will allow faculty to have web pages which they lost when My 
WebSpace was decommissioned 

● Robust backup system 
● Robust testing/QA/prod environments (for Tier 2 sites) 
● Currently Host around 500 campus websites 
● Quick implementation timeline; no RFP process required 
● Cloud hosted 
● Vendor is mindful regarding implementation of security features 
● Security plan vetted with input from the Office of Cybersecurity 
● Extremely cost effective and optimized for a distributed campus environment 
● Would be rolled out using a model similar to the way campus Moodle is done 
● Dynamically responds to heavy loads, very effective horizontal scaling via Amazon 

Cons 
● Lacks the complete product offering of Pantheon and similar vendors 
● Transitioning from local to cloud; in the process of completing a cloud pilot 
● Only WordPress 

 

note It was not possible to account for how much WiscWeb staff time is spent maintaining the 
infrastructure and hosting.  The cost per site estimates do not take into account being able to refocus 
that staff time since infrastructure maintenance is included with the vendor proposals. 
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